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CLIMATE POLICY HIGHLIGHTS
•

•

•

•

•

•

Philippines seeks global support to achieve climate ambition. Finance Secretary Carlos
Dominguez III said that the Philippines would still need to generate significant international support in
the future behind its ambitious goal to substantially reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Read
more.
CCC Experts Panel lists 10 Philippine hazards requiring urgent climate action. The newly formed
National Panel of Technical Experts (NPTE) of the Climate Change Commission (CCC) has identified
the Top 10 climate hazards in the Philippines that all require urgent climate action, including salt
intrusion in croplands due to rising sea levels, temperature increase, and large-scale flooding. Read
more.
Philippines bats for a three-point “blended approach” to make climate finance work. Philippine
Finance Secretary Carlos Dominguez III has underscored the importance of the “blended approach” or
sustainable orchestration of grants, investments, and subsidies to make climate finance work for its
beneficiaries. Read more.
Next six-year Philippine Blueprint to focus on environment. The country’s next six-year
socioeconomic blueprint, the Philippine Development Plan (PDP), could focus on the environment,
according to the National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA). Read more.
Philippines eyeing possible role of foreign governments in fast-tracking retirement of its coal
plants. The Philippines is exploring a role that foreign governments can possibly play in contributing to
the Philippines’ efforts to accelerate the decommissioning and repurposing of its coal-fired power
plants. Read more.
Philippines formally joins over 100 countries in Glasgow leaders’ declaration on reversing forest
loss. The Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) recently transmitted President Rodrigo Duterte’s letter to
the government of the United Kingdom (UK) formalizing the Philippines’ commitment to reverse forest
loss and land degradation by 2030 as stated under the Glasgow Leaders’ Declaration on Forests and
Land Use. Read more.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Philippine Government launching Sustainable Finance Roadmap, Guiding Principles. The InterAgency Technical Working Group for Sustainable Finance (Green Force) led by the Department of
Finance (DOF) and the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), in partnership with the British Embassy
Manila (BEM), has launched the Philippine Sustainable Finance Roadmap and Guiding Principles on the
use of low carbon energy, in support of global efforts to fight climate change. Read more.
Philippine Government finalizing framework for first Philippines’ green bond float. The
government is finalizing its sustainable finance framework for the issuance of the Philippines’ first-ever
sovereign green bonds. Read more.
Finance Secretary Dominguez urges green groups to rethink financing plans for energy
efficiency projects. Finance Secretary Carlos Dominguez III has called on organizations and other
stakeholders promoting energy efficiency and conservation initiatives to revisit their current strategy of
simply relying on fiscal incentives to implement their “green” projects, considering that climate finance
should undertake a “blended approach” that involves grants, subsidies, and investments. Read more.
Global Energy Alliance eyes renewable energy projects in the Philippines. A new private sector-led
global organization that has committed an initial US$10 billion to help accelerate the implementation of
clean energy projects in developing economies highly vulnerable to climate change is exploring a
possible country partnership with the Philippines to assist in hastening its transition to green and
renewable energy (RE) sources. Read more.
‘Green’ banking to help reduce climate change risks, says BSP. The central bank urged financial
institutions to embrace green banking principles to help reduce risks from climate change and broader
environmental, social and governance factors. Read more.
Philippines among 12 countries whose stimulus spending is geared for climate risk
interventions. The Philippines is among 12 countries that cited stimulus spending as primarily geared
for climate risk management interventions, according to the latest UNCTAD report. Read more.

IKI PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
•

Sustaining IKI Development Cooperation in the Philippines. On January 17, 2022, climate change
and biodiversity related projects in the Philippines funded by the German Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation, Nuclear Safety and Consumer Protection (BMUV) convened for
their regular knowledge exchange and networking activity.

•

E2RB Project held first Project Management Committee meeting. On 13-14 October 2021, the
Ecosystem-Based Adaptation in River Basins (E2RB) Project Management Committee (PMC) held its
meeting at the Hacienda Gracia, Lubao, Pampanga, which is also the first time the project had an onsite event.

•

PH moves experts, boosts resilience on climate, pandemic perils. Through the support of UNHabitat Philippines under the Building Climate Resiliency through Urban Plans and Designs project,
DHSUD and CCC gathered experts from various fields to discuss the current draft framework in a hybrid
activity held at the Discovery Suites, Ortigas Center, 16 December 2021.

•

Nature-based solutions for the biodiversity crisis and climate emergency. The NCCC Week theme
was “Klima ng kinabukasan, ating pangalagaan”. The Kaka-EbAng Usapan provided an online venue to
discuss opportunities to implement ecosystem-based adaptation measures.

•

Green recovery training for small-scale fishers and fish buyers. With support from the German
Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Nuclear Safety and Consumer Protection
(BMUV) through its Corona Response Package, 27 small-scale microentrepreneurs across Camotes
and Siargao islands have completed 14 of the planned 20 training sessions,

•

New marine protected areas declared in Camotes Island, Cebu. Four marine protected areas
(MPAs) in Camotes Island were formally established in Cebu.

•

Fishing for Climate Resilience site in Antique tops BFAR Region 6 ‘Malinis at Masaganang
Karagatan’ program. The Municipality of Caluya was selected as the Most Outstanding Coastal
Community in Region 6 under the Department of Agriculture-BFAR’s banner program, Malinis at
Masaganang Karagatan (MMK).
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•

Open Data Kit (ODK) trainings offered to E2RB LGU partners. The GIZ project Ecosystem-based
Adaptation in 2 River Basins (E2RB) in the Philippines held 2 trainings on “Digital Spatial Data
Collection using Open-Source Tools” in Bacolod and Tagum City in December 2021.

•

Typhoon Odette hits coastal communities in Siargao island and the Visayas region. Rare’s
partner communities in Siargao island and Cebu were severely affected by Super Typhoon Rai (local
name: Odette) last December.

•

Understanding personas of stakeholder groups in ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA)
implementation. The Ecosystem-based Adaptation in River Basins (E2RB) Project held a Knowledge
Management and Communications (KMC) Planning Workshop on 16 December 2021 at the Ace Water
Spa, Pasig City.

•

Aligning the Philippine M&E System for Climate Action with ISO 14090. On 16 November 2021, the
SupportCCC II conducted a rapid assessment of the NCCAP RBMES with the Climate Change
Commission – Oversight Implementation Division (CCC-IOD). The overall methodology applied the
monitoring and evaluation clauses of ISO 14090:2019.

•

Greater sharing of best practices and technical expertise needed to help Philippine cities fight
climate change. The learnings and best practices of the FinRE-Butuan project which started in 2018
will be compiled into a guide handbook so that other local government units can gain an understanding
of the process of transitioning to sustainable and green energy.

•

OECD kickstarts IKI-supported program in the Philippines. The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) started implementing its Clean Energy Finance and Investment
Mobilisation (CEFIM) Programme in the Philippines in 2021.

•

C4 Project readies second phase of implementation in the Philippines. The first phase of Cool
Contributions fighting Climate Change or C4 Project which ended in July 2021 is now preparing for its
second phase for commission to include the Philippines as a partner country.

•

Stakeholders from the Municipality of Dumangas, Iloilo visit and learn from the Leganes
Integrated Katunggan Ecopark (LIKE). The Leganes Integrated Katunggan Ecopark (LIKE), one of
ProCoast’s Centers of Learning, was visited by officials of the Municipality of Dumangas, Iloilo and their
academic partners from the Iloilo Science and Technology University and the Iloilo State College of
Fisheries last 21 October 2021.

•

GIZ ProCoast contributes to mainstreaming of Integrated Coastal Management (ICM) and local
plans to LGU CLUPs. The GIZ ProCoast team, presented past and current technical experiences in
local land use planning and integration of ICM/coastal management and development plans.

•

German Ambassador visits IKI Projects in Negros Occidental. The German Ambassador to the
Philippines, Her Excellency Anke Reiffenstuel, visited last 14 October 2021, Brgy. Caliling, Municipality
of Cauayan, Negros Occidental, one of the project sites of the DENR GIZ ProCoast Project.

•

ProCoast joins East Asian Seas (EAS) pre-congress event. GIZ through ProCoast participated the
virtual session on Managing Networks and Transboundary Cooperation on Marine Protected Areas
(MPAs) in the ASEAN Region last 21 October 2021.

•

Czech Republic Development Program supports coastal marine conservation programs in
Calape, Bohol. The LGU of Calape Bohol is a recipient of the small grants under the Czech Republic
Development Program through their Embassy in Manila to support coastal programs on the
conservation and protection of coral reefs and mangrove forests.

•

British Ambassador visits Leganes Integrated Katunggan Ecopark, Iloilo. Last 10 November 2021,
Her Majesty’s Ambassador Laure Beaufils of the British Embassy - Manila visited Leganes Integrated
Katunggan Ecopark (LIKE), Iloilo Province.

•

Are Our Protected Areas Surviving COVID-19? The United Nations Development Fund’s Biodiversity
Finance (BIOFIN) Project, Department of Tourism (DOT), Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (DENR) and the Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG) recently staged a
three-part webinar series entitled Ecotourism in Protected Areas: Towards Green Recovery.

•

#TogetherforTamaraws Campaign generates PHP1.6M in donations. Since 2020, Lola Lolita and
her daughter Rosemarie have been supporting #TogetherforTamaraws, an online fundraising campaign
to help conservation frontliners affected by the pandemic.
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GENERAL NEWS IN THE PHILIPPINES
Philippines seeks global support to
achieve climate ambition
Finance Secretary Carlos Dominguez III said that while
the Philippines is starting to take concrete actions in
mitigating the ill effects of climate change without
waiting for delayed financing pledges to materialize,
the country would still need to generate significant
international support in the future behind its ambitious
goal to substantially reduce greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.

Secretary Dominguez explained during the discussion
that climate finance should have a mix of three
important elements: 1) grants for capacity building, 2)
investments on green projects that will generate high
returns, and 3) subsidies that should address the
financial costs and risks of communities transitioning to
a climate-resilient economy.
Read More.

Secretary Dominguez said the Philippines’ Nationally
Determined Contribution (NDC) to the Paris
Agreement would require not only a whole-of-nation
approach, but the assistance as well of multilateral
institutions, private investors and donor countries,
especially those that have pledged to channel a
combined US$100 billion per year by 2020 to
developing countries for their climate adaptation and
mitigation projects.
The Philippines’ NDC is a projected GHG emissions
reduction and avoidance of 75 percent by 2030, of
which 2.71 percent is unconditional, while 72.29
percent is conditional.
Unconditional commitments rely on domestic
measures, while the conditional portion would need
financing support from international partners together
with technology transfers and capacity building.
Apart from the Philippines, many developing countries
have NDCs that are similarly conditional on
international support, such as the US$100-billion
pledge made by developed countries 12 years ago that
has remained unfulfilled up to now.
Responding to a query on how reliant the Philippines is
on international support to finance capacity building
and technology transfers for its climate projects,
Secretary Dominguez said: “Very reliant, there is no
question about it. However, as I said, we are going to
start on our own and we hope that the world at large
will come and support us. But we have to realize that
each country has to take their own action for others to
follow it. We can’t wait for them to dictate to us what to
do.”
The question was from TIME Brand editor Mark
Barton, who moderated the discussions during the
Green Finance Session jointly hosted by TIME
Magazine Singapore and the Philippines’ Department
of Finance (DOF) as a side event during the recent
26th United Nations Climate Change Conference of
the Parties (COP26) held in Glasgow, Scotland.
The panel discussion also included Mr. Ahmed Saeed,
the Asian Development Bank (ADB) Vice President for
East Asia, Southeast Asia and the Pacific; and Mr.
Jonathan Pershing, the United States (US) Deputy
Special Envoy for Climate.
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CCC Experts Panel lists 10 PHL hazards
requiring urgent climate action
The newly formed National Panel of Technical Experts
(NPTE) of the Climate Change Commission (CCC) has
identified the Top 10 climate hazards in the Philippines
that all require urgent climate action, including salt
intrusion in croplands due to rising sea levels,
temperature increase, and large-scale flooding.
At a recent media briefing hosted by the Department of
Finance (DOF) via Zoom, DOF Assistant Secretary
and Spokesperson Paola Alvarez opened the
discussions by giving a briefer about the NPTE’s
mandate and quickly introduced the experts present
during the forum.
The first question tackled how modern times affect
climate. Dr. Emma Porio attributed its effects to the
Filipinos’ consumption-driven lifestyle and the fast rate
at which the Earth is consuming natural resources.
“One IPCC (United Nations Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change) author was saying that at the rate
we are consuming the Earth’s resources, and
extracting, we would need three Earths to sustain our
lifestyle as of now,” she said.
The second question addressed the saltwater intrusion
in rice fields for the Philippines, with Dr. Nathaniel
Alibuyog citing, “the immediate effects of saltwater
intrusion in our studies in the Island Province of Bicol
Region is more of the reduction in the production of
rice.”
Engr. Merriam Santillan echoed this concern, and
explained that salt intrusion can be attributed to
excessive groundwater extraction and sea level rise.
“Studies show that saltwater intrusion has significant
effects on the growth of rice as it decreases the protein
content of rice among others,” she added.
Dr. Renzo Guinto reaffirmed the negative effects of
saltwater intrusion saying, “But also, in terms of health
impacts, we did a very rapid review of evidence from
around the world, and out of the nearly 30 papers we
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have seen there is already growing evidence about the
impacts of intake of water high in salt.”
Guinto further added as well that intake of water with
high salt content can lead to hypertension,
miscarriage, problems among pregnant mothers, and
kidney stones among others. “These are just some of
the effects that we should actually be monitoring,” he
concluded.
The country is still conducting further research on other
varieties of rice that can withstand or adapt to saltwater
intrusion and technology that can desalinate irrigation
water.
Another question raised was on Pampanga flooding.
With the Pampanga river basin as the second largest
river in Luzon, flooding in the area can be inevitable.
However, the NPTE members noted that climate
change impacts also play a key role in the
phenomenon.

He said that subsidies, another crucial element of
climate finance, will address the financial costs and
risks of communities transitioning to a climate-resilient
economy.
Communities, for instance, need financial aid during
the transition period when they start to gradually shift
to renewable energy (RE) sources replacing power
plants that use fossil fuels.
“This blended approach should be at the heart of
climate finance. Given that such funds come from
investors
and
taxpayers,
accountability
and
transparency must be ensured. Beneficiary countries
need to constantly assure their donors and taxpayers
and investors that their money is being used
prudently,” Secretary Dominguez said during the 4th
High-Level Ministerial Dialogue on Long-Term
Finance.
Read More.

Read More.

Next six-year Philippine Blueprint to focus
on environment
Philippines bats for a three-point “blended
approach” to make climate finance work
Philippine Finance Secretary Carlos Dominguez III has
underscored the importance of the “blended approach”
or sustainable orchestration of grants, investments,
and subsidies to make climate finance work for its
beneficiaries.
In his intervention during a ministerial dialogue on
climate finance held Thursday morning (Manila time),
Secretary Dominguez said that because the funds
involved in these three elements come from taxpayers
and investors, accountability and transparency should
be ensured both on the part of the beneficiary and
donor countries to guarantee the prudent use of such
climate finance aid.
As one of the key elements of the blended approach to
climate finance, grants should be used to improve the
capacity of local communities in climate-vulnerable
areas to undertake mitigation and adaptation
measures, said Secretary Dominguez, who heads the
Philippine delegation to the 26th United Nations (UN)
Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26)
being held in this city.
He said these grants should come in the form of
educational or technical assistance programs to help
people conceive and execute localized projects on the
ground.
Investments, meanwhile, should focus on programs
and projects that will unlock more business
opportunities, create new jobs, and lead to energy selfreliance in the long run, Secretary Dominguez said.
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The country’s next six-year socioeconomic blueprint,
the Philippine Development Plan (PDP), could focus
on the environment, according to the National
Economic and Development Authority (NEDA).
Socioeconomic Planning Secretary Karl Kendrick T.
Chua said one of the possible recommendations he
can make in terms of crafting the PDP is to adopt the
theme, “saving our planet, saving our country.”
This is one of the ways that intergenerational fairness
can be promoted in the Philippines, he said. In a recent
Senate hearing, Chua agreed with Senator Pia
Cayetano that achieving intergenerational equity is
going to be very important moving forward.
Read More.

Philippines eyeing possible role of foreign
governments in fast-tracking retirement of
its coal plants
Finance Secretary Carlos Dominguez III is exploring a
role that foreign governments can possibly play in
contributing to the Philippines’ efforts to accelerate the
decommissioning and repurposing of its coal-fired
power plants, especially where overseas companies
have a significant stake in the continued operations of
these facilities.
Secretary Dominguez broached the possibility of
foreign governments buying out the shareholdings of
their respective citizens with substantial shareholdings
in corporations running coal-fired power plants in the
Philippines.
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The proceeds from the would-be buyout can then be
donated to help mobilize funds for the finance vehicle
created for the Philippines under the Asian
Development Bank (ADB)’s Energy Transition
Mechanism (ETM) initiative, which aims to accelerate
the transition from coal to clean energy of Southeast
Asian countries like the Philippines, Secretary
Dominguez said.
“If we can get the foreign governments to buy out
those shareholders and donate the shares of that
company to a government—to our government—or to
a group, including ADB and other agencies, we can
actually shut down that plant. And that foreign
government would actually be making a contribution to
reducing a coal-fired power plant,” said Secretary
Dominguez during the recent Green Finance Session
jointly hosted by TIME Magazine Singapore and the
Philippine Department of Finance (DOF) in Glasgow,
Scotland.
Read More.

Philippines formally joins over 100
countries in Glasgow leaders’ declaration
on reversing forest loss
The Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) recently
transmitted President Rodrigo Duterte’s letter to the
government of the United Kingdom (UK) formalizing
the Philippines’ commitment to reverse forest loss and
land degradation by 2030 as stated under the Glasgow
Leaders’ Declaration on Forests and Land Use.
President Duterte said in his letter to UK Prime
Minister Boris Johnson that the action areas expressed
in the Leaders’ Declaration are consistent with the
targets and goals of the Philippines in attaining
sustainable forest management.

Philippine Government launching
Sustainable Finance Roadmap, Guiding
Principles
The Inter-Agency Technical Working Group for
Sustainable Finance (Green Force) led by the
Department of Finance (DOF) and the Bangko Sentral
ng Pilipinas (BSP), in partnership with the British
Embassy Manila (BEM), is launching this week the
Philippine Sustainable Finance Roadmap and Guiding
Principles on the use of low carbon energy, in support
of global efforts to fight climate change.
This event, which will take place at 2 PM this
Wednesday (October 20) via WebEx, will present the
Philippine Sustainable Finance Roadmap and Guiding
Principles (GP) on policy and regulatory gaps in
promoting sustainable investments through finance,
implementing sustainable government initiatives,
facilitating investments in public infrastructure, and
developing projects that promote sustainable financing
in the Philippines.
The master plan will also give an overview of the
Sustainable Finance landscape in the Philippines.
This blueprint was developed under the auspices of
the United Kingdom (UK) Government’s ASEAN Low
Carbon Energy Programme (ALCEP), which is a
regional technical assistance project designed to help
partner countries harness the benefits from using low
carbon energy by leveraging UK’s extensive expertise
on green finance and energy efficiency.
Under this roadmap, the development of sustainable
financing on green policies and programs is built on
three strategic pillars, namely: a) Policy—creating a
conducive environment; b) Financing—mainstreaming
sustainable finance; and c) Investment—developing a
sustainable pipeline.

The Philippines’ support for the Leaders’ Declaration
was upon the recommendation of Finance Secretary
Carlos Dominguez III, who is the Chairman-designate
of the Climate Change Commission (CCC) and head of
the country’s delegation to the 26th United Nations
(UN) Climate Change Conference of the Parties
(COP26) held here.

Read More.

The action areas expressed in the Declaration include
conserving forests and other terrestrial ecosystems
and accelerating their restoration; and facilitating trade
and development policies, internationally and
domestically, that promote sustainable development
along with sustainable commodity production and
consumption that work to countries’ mutual benefit,
and that do not drive deforestation and land
degradation.

The government is finalizing its sustainable finance
framework for the issuance of the Philippines’ first-ever
sovereign green bonds, in step with its ongoing effort
to mobilize funds for capital-intensive climate
adaptation and mitigation projects in the face of
worsening
global warming,
Secretary Carlos
Dominguez III said Thursday.

Read More.
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Philippine Government finalizing
framework for first Philippines’ green
bond float

With the Philippines shifting from merely talking about
climate change to commencing the implementation of
practical adaptation and mitigation projects on the
ground, Dominguez said such initiatives will
necessarily involve the mobilization of—and thus the
need for—a governance structure for “green funds.”
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Dominguez said the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) has long prepared the country’s
capital markets for the demand in green investments,
having released numerous guidelines on the issuance
of Green, Social and Sustainability (GSS) bonds that
adhere to the standards set by the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).
Through its private sector, the Philippines is ahead
among its ASEAN peers in accessing climate finance,
said Dominguez, the chairman-designate of the
Climate Change Commission (CCC) and head of the
Philippine delegation in the recent 26th United Nations
(UN) Climate Change Conference of the Parties
(COP26) summit in Glasgow, Scotland.
Read More

Dominguez urges ‘green’ groups to
rethink financing plans for energy
efficiency projects
Finance Secretary Carlos Dominguez III has called on
organizations and other stakeholders promoting
energy efficiency and conservation initiatives to revisit
their current strategy of simply relying on fiscal
incentives to implement their “green” projects,
considering that climate finance should undertake a
“blended approach” that involves grants, subsidies,
and investments.
Dominguez also stressed that financial support in the
form of these three funding sources should come from
the world’s largest greenhouse gas (GHG) emitters
and not be shouldered entirely by Filipino taxpayers
who are already reeling from the worsening
consequences of climate change triggered by carbon
emissions.
“Those who polluted and continue to pollute the Earth’s
environment through unthinking industrialization
starting 200 years ago must pay for the grants,
investments, and subsidies needed for the most
vulnerable countries to adapt to climate change. This
was our urgent call to global leaders during the United
Nations
(UN)
Climate
Change
Conference,”
Dominguez said in response to the written query of the
Philippine Energy Efficiency Alliance Inc. (PE2)
regarding the grant of fiscal incentives under Republic
Act (RA) No. 11285 or the Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Act.
In his letter to PE2 president Alexander Ablaza,
Dominguez invited the organization to review his
speeches on energy efficiency projects and climate
change that were delivered during the recently
concluded 26th UN Climate Change Conference of the
Parties (COP26) in Glasgow, Scotland.
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“As mentioned in these statements, climate finance
should aspire for a sustainable orchestration of the
three elements of grants, investments, and subsidies.
It is not all about fiscal incentives,” Dominguez, who
headed the Philippine delegation in the COP26 held
recently in Glasgow, Scotland, said in his letter.
Dominguez explained that grants may be used to
improve the capacity of local communities in climatevulnerable areas to undertake adaptation and
mitigation measures.
Such grants should come in the form of educational or
technical assistance programs to help people conceive
of, and execute localized projects, he said.
Investments, on the other hand, should focus on
adaptation and mitigation programs, projects, and
activities that are bankable and will yield high returns;
while subsidies are meant to support initiatives leading
to the transition to a climate-resilient economy, and
address the financial costs and risks of such
adjustments, Dominguez said.
Dominguez pointed out that the Philippines accounts
for only 0.3 percent of the world’s GHG emissions, yet
it bears the brunt of the consequences of the climate
crisis as it is on the list of countries of highest risk for
the worsening natural calamities brought about by
rising global temperatures.
As for PE2’s request for the Fiscal Incentives Review
Board (FIRB) to reclassify energy efficiency projects
currently under Tier I in the Strategic Investment
Priorities Plan (SIPP) as Tier III activities that are
qualified for the longest period of incentives,
Dominguez said he will defer to the decision of the
Board of Investments (BOI) on this issue.
Read More.

Global Energy Alliance eyes renewable
energy projects in the Philippines
A new private sector-led global organization that has
committed an initial US$10 billion to help accelerate
the implementation of clean energy projects in
developing economies highly vulnerable to climate
change is exploring a possible country partnership with
the Philippines to assist in hastening its transition to
green and renewable energy (RE) sources.
Finance Secretary Carlos Dominguez III recently met
here with Dr. Rajiv Shah, the President of the
Rockefeller Foundation, which is one of the pioneers of
the Global Energy Alliance for People and Planet
(GEAPP), to briefly discuss a possible list of projects
that the organization can help fund for the Philippines.
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Aside from the Rockefeller Foundation, the GEAPP
was also recently launched by the IKEA Foundation
and the Bezos Earth Fund on the sidelines of the 26th
United Nations (UN) Climate Change Conference of
the Parties (COP26) held here.

Apart from South Korea, the UNCTAD report released
Thursday, Oct. 28, 2021, all the 12 countries belong to
the V20 and all face binding financial constraints on
mobilizing resources. V20 refers to a group of climatevulnerable countries.

The GEAPP aims to deliver transformational programs
that will accelerate and scale up an equitable energy
transition in developing and emerging economies,
while creating millions of jobs in the process.

“The benefits of investing in adaptation are however
clearly advantageous to both developed and
developing economies, but definitely more urgent for
developing countries whose climate risks are rising
and becoming more complex over time,” said
UNCTAD.

Read More.

‘Green’ banking to help reduce climate
change risks, says BSP
The central bank on Wednesday (Oct. 20) urged
financial institutions to embrace green banking
principles to help reduce risks from climate change and
broader environmental, social and governance factors.
In a statement, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP)
Governor Benjamin Diokno said the agency also
recognizes its vital role in promoting sustainable
development, knowing fully well that sustainability
issues pose significant risks to its core mandates of
price and financial stability.
“Sustainability, as a principle, is embedded in the
charter of the BSP,” he said. “We are committed to
remain responsive and proactive in our stance towards
these risks to maintain price and financial stability.”
To help safeguard the stability of individual financial
institutions and the entire system, the BSP
implemented policies, including the issuance of the
Sustainable Finance Framework for banks, in April
2020 and the launch of the Sustainable Central
Banking Program.
Read More.

Philippines among 12 countries whose
stimulus spending is geared for climate
risk interventions
The Philippines is among 12 countries that cited
stimulus spending as primarily geared for climate risk
management interventions, according to the latest
UNCTAD report.
Based on the UNCTAD Trade and Development
Report, the 12 countries that specifically cited climate
risk management interventions as a primary objective
of stimulus spending were Bangladesh, Barbados,
Colombia, Fiji, Kenya, Kiribati, Nepal, Niger, the
Philippines, South Korea, St. Lucia, and Vanuatu.
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The UNCTAD report also noted that the current
funding is less than a quarter of what is needed to
reach the 2030 target of $300 billion annually for
climate risk interventions. The report further warned
that relying on private finance will not be sufficient for
the neediest countries.
Read More.

The SupportCCC II Project would like to express
its gratitude to the implementing organizations
of BMUV-IKI supported projects in the country
for their continued support to come up with
this quarterly newsletter. Special thanks go to
the following projects:
o Marion Daclan, GIZ E2RB Project
o Mari Trix Estomata, GIZ E2RB Project
o Andrew Oracay, UN-Habitat Philippines,
BCRUPD Project
o Angel Uson, Rare Philippines, Fishing for
Climate Resilience Project
o Jericho Andres, GIZ SupportCCC II
Project
o Cheerylyn Agot, WWF Philippines, FInREBXU Project
o Cecilia Tam, OECD CEFIM Programme
o Maraida Licerio, GIZ C4 Project
o Rhodora May Sumaray, GIZ, ProCoast
Project
o Angelique Ogena, UNDP BIOFIN Project
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Adaptation to the impacts of Climate Change

Sustaining IKI Development Cooperation
in the Philippines
By GIZ SupportCCC II Project

“The pursuit of transformative and inclusive green
recovery towards a more climate resilient Philippines
can only be achieved through strong collaboration and
more strategic cooperation with development
partners,” highlighted Commissioner Emmanuel De
Guzman of the Climate Change Commission (CCC)
during his opening message for the 5th Networking
Workshop of the International Climate Initiative (IKI) for
the Philippines. Bringing together political partners and
implementing organizations.
On January 17, 2022, climate change and biodiversity
related projects in the Philippines funded by the
German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation, Nuclear Safety and Consumer
Protection (BMUV) convened for their regular
knowledge exchange and networking activity. The
activity brought together more than 90 participants
from Philippine government partners and implementing
organizations of IKI projects, as well as representatives
from the German government, in an online exchange
to identify priorities and sustain the development
cooperation in the topics of climate change and
biodiversity conservation.
It is a platform established in 2016 for IKI implementing
organizations to get to know each other’s work,
network and identify opportunities for synergies, as
well as to liaise with various government partners and
align and coordinate their priorities for the future.
German Ambassador to the Philippines Anke
Reiffenstuel expressed in her keynote message that
the workshop is a good occasion to discuss and
identify not only potential and concrete cooperation
and projects, but it is also an opportunity to discuss
ways on how to improve cooperation and how to
optimize the implementation of projects. It is a good
platform for exchanging of expectations and
requirements for good project implementations.
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“It is an invitation to all participants to bring in their
contributions, ideas, and their initiatives for their future
cooperation and partnerships between the two
countries,” said Ambassador Reiffenstuel.
Commissioner De Guzman emphasized that while
much has been achieved in partnership with our
development partners much remains to be done in
pursuit of our collective vision for climate resilient and
net zero Philippines by 2050. “Indeed, together we
must do more and do better in mainstreaming climate
change and mitigation in policies, plans, and programs
in enhancing the capacities of communities and
sectors; and increasing climate actions and climate
investments in the country,” he added.
In December 2021, Super Typhoon Odette had badly
hit the Philippines which resulted to high death tolls
and massive destruction to properties, severely
affecting Filipinos in the Visayas and Mindanao. It has
been another disaster demonstrating the extent how
the country is prone to extreme weather events and
other climate change impacts.
Citing this recent experience of the Philippines,
Ambassador Reiffenstuel underscored the importance
of the work and cooperation under IKI. “Germany is
supporting the Philippines in addressing this challenge,
not only by providing direct support and immediate
short-time support especially in humanitarian
assistance, but also long-term supports through
development aid project and cooperation like IKI
funding,” she added.
She also emphasized that “climate change and
environment protection are high priority in Germany’s
domestic and foreign policy in the next years. For the
German government, it is important to know what
commitment they can expect from their partners, how
to take cooperation and partnership with other
countries to the next level.”
Since 2008, Germany through IKI has cooperated and
currently preparing altogether more than 75 IKI
Projects in the Philippines on a bilateral, regional, and
global level with at least 65 Million EUR funding.
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In response, Dr. Philipp Behrens, head of BMUV’s IKI,
conveyed his appreciation to the Philippine
government for the trust and cooperation and IKI’s
commitment to continue strong bilateral relations with
the country. He also shared various initiatives and new
projects that will support the Philippines’ NDC,
including a 35 Million EUR program expected to start
soon.
The second panel focused on biodiversity conservation
in the Philippines and harnessing nature-based
solutions (NBS). Undersecretary Analiza Teh of the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(DENR) pointed out that to be able to capture the need
to protect our biodiversity, there is a need to look at the
economic case for nature and their ecosystem services
derived from them. “The global decline of biodiversity
and ecosystem services is a development issue,” she
added.

Dr. Bjoern Surborg of GIZ moderated the two panel discussion
sessions on climate action and biodiversity conservation with highlevel officials from both the Philippine and German Governments.

On Raising Ambitions and Transformational
Change
The over-all theme of the 5th IKI Networking Workshop
is “Transformative and Inclusive Green Recovery
Towards a More Resilient Philippines” which aims to
highlight how government actions in the areas of
climate change and biodiversity conservation are
shaping in the context of the current COVID-19
pandemic.
The activity envisioned to provide a venue for dialogue
and knowledge exchange between Germany and
Philippines to sustain their development cooperation in
line with international agreements under COP 26 of the
UNFCCC and COP 15 of UN-CBD. It featured two
panel discussion sessions with high-level officials from
both governments who shared priorities to potentially
define cooperation outlook under IKI.
The first panel focused on how to raise climate
ambitions in the Philippine through advancing the
Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC). Director
Neil Cabiles of the Department of Finance (DOF)
presented the various priorities and measures outlined
under the Philippines’ first NDC communicated in April
2021. The first NDC commits to a projected GHG
emissions reduction and avoidance of 75% of which
2.71% is unconditional and 72.29% is conditional.
“The Philippine 1st NDC shall also endeavor to peak
its emissions by 2030 in the context of accelerating
transition of green sectors to a green economy and
delivery of green jobs and other benefits of a climate
and disaster resilient and low-carbon development to
its people among others,” Dir. Cabiles mentioned.
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NBS is defined as actions to protect, sustainability
manager, and restore natural or modified ecosystems
addressing societal challenges effectively and
adaptively while simultaneously providing human wellbeing and biodiversity benefits.
Usec. Teh presented various plans and programs of
programs of government as NBS. This included
prioritizing protection and conservation of natural
resources, especially in degradation hotspots and
critical ecosystems.
“The environmental problems, the drivers of
degradation are basically systemic and therefore we
need to find for systemic solutions, and we believe that
solution can be in the promotion of transformational
change. And we need to focus our strategy on the
adoption of a sustainable, inclusive, resilient, lowcarbon, and nature-positive pathway for society,” said
Usec. Teh.
Also joining the second panel was Ms. Elke Steinmetz,
head of BMUV’s International Cooperation on
Biodiversity, who shared that core negotiation for the
CBD COP 15 this year will be on the new global
framework for biodiversity. She encouraged the
Philippine government to raise their voice in the
negotiations because of rich experiences in
implementation especially through what they have
work together in IKI.
“We have to think together, climate and biodiversity, for
people, for livelihood, and for health. I am glad that
Germany can support the Philippines as an
outstanding partner in the biodiversity community,” Ms.
Steinmetz said.
Finally, Usec. Teh expressed that “we need to continue
the dialogue on CBD. It is really mainstreaming
biodiversity conservation in our national plans and
programs that we need to continue to pursue so that
we can address the drivers of degradation and meet
our commitments in CBD and even in the UNFCCC.”
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IKI Projects and the COVID-19 Pandemic
In December 2021, a series of webinars kicked-off the
5th IKI Networking Workshop in the Philippines under
the theme “Ensuring Strategic and Effective IKI
Contributions on the Ground during the Pandemic”.
Representatives from various IKI implementing
organization in the country participated in these
webinars. They engaged in relevant technical
discussions on strategic IKI implementation and
cooperation on the ground. They aimed to enhance
coordination and feedback for a more strategic
cooperation of IKI portfolio. IKI projects presented and
shared
their
experiences
and
lessons
in
implementation especially during this pandemic.
The COVID-19 pandemic has severely impacted the
Philippines national health system and socio-economic
landscape which also disrupted the country’s efforts in
addressing the climate and biodiversity crises. The first
webinar “Promoting Green Recovery Efforts in IKI
Projects” explored how IKI Projects addressed the
climate and biodiversity crises while tackling the socioeconomic consequences of the pandemic. Rare and
UN-Habitat shared how their projects integrated green
recovery efforts in implementing their respective
projects using additional funds from BMUV’s Corona
Response Package.

IKI supports the implementation of the Philippines’
climate and biodiversity agenda in four areas:
mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions, adaptation to
the impacts of climate change, conservation of natural
carbon sinks with a focus on reducing emissions from
deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+), and
conservation of biodiversity, within the framework of
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) and the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD).
The 5th IKI Networking Workshop was organized by the
GIZ-implemented project “Support to the Philippines in
Shaping and Implementing the International Climate
Change Regime (SupportCCC II)” in cooperation with
the Philippine CCC. SupportCCC II is the interface
project in the Philippines and serves as the first point
of contact for all IKI implementing agencies in the
country. It also supports BMUV in organizing regular
networking activities and information exchange among
IKI projects to enhance implementation and
cooperation.

With the recent Philippine submission of its first NDC,
the second webinar “Defining Potential IKI
Contributions to the Philippine NDC” explored how IKI
projects can potentially contribute towards achieving
the country’s ambitions through transformative actions
across priority sectors. UNDP and GIZ shared their
various initiatives to support government partners in
developing the country’s NDC. It also hopes to draw
expert insights on the process of development and
prioritization of targets in the NDC.
Lastly, the third webinar “Gaining Momentum in
Implementing IKI amidst the Pandemic” showcased
how IKI Projects in the Philippines implemented on the
ground and engaged their various stakeholders during
the pandemic when strict health protocols and limited
mobility had been implemented. WWF Philippines,
Zoological Society of London (ZSL) Philippines and
Philippine Center for Environmental Protection and
Sustainable Development, Inc. (PCEPSDI) shared
good practices and success stories in implementing
their project dealing with a variety of stakeholders from
financial institutions, local communities, and private
sector respectively.
While there are a lot of challenges in directly
implementing on the ground, projects managed to be
innovative, continue implementation and pursue
relevant interventions using online platforms and digital
technologies. The pandemic also presented some
benefits including cost-effectiveness and expanding
the reach of project activities beyond original design.
Collaborations has been fostered, welcoming new
partners across the country and around the world.
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Assistant Secretary Marcial Amaro Jr presided over the 1st E2RB
Project Management Committee Meeting in Lubao, Pampanga while
other participants join virtually.

E2RB Project held first Project
Management Committee meeting
By GIZ E2RB Project

On 13-14 October 2021, the Ecosystem-Based
Adaptation in River Basins (E2RB) Project
Management Committee (PMC) held its meeting at the
Hacienda Gracia, Lubao, Pampanga. Aside from being
the first committee meeting, it was also the first time
the project had an on-site event since the start of the
pandemic while representatives from the regions
joined online.
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The meeting was chaired by the Assistant Secretary
for Policy, Planning, and International Affairs, Marcial
Amaro Jr. with GIZ Principal Adviser, Dr. Klaus
Schmitt, as the Co-Chair. For. Nelson V. Gorospe,
newly appointed Executive Director of the River Basin
Control Office, headed the Secretariat support for the
PMC. Most of the key officials and representatives
from the DENR were from the Biodiversity
Management Bureau, Forest Management Bureau,
Environmental Management Bureau, National Water
Resources Board, and the Foreign Assisted and
Special Project Services. The DENR regional offices
from Regions 6, 7, and 11 joined the meeting online.
The PMC is critical for the political steering of the
project. The PMC would like to build on the enthusiasm
for project implementation since the signing of the
Implementation Agreement in June 2021. One of the
key agreements was for a joint review of the proposals
by the Regional Project Management Committee and
the technical staff of the Regional Project Management
office to facilitate the approval of the ecosystem-based
adaptation measures that will be implemented in the 2
river basins through local government units, nongovernment organisations, academe, and the private
sector. The approval of the EbA measures for
implementation is critical in demonstrating the impact
of the project.
The E2RB Project works with DENR to implement EbA
measures in the Ilog-Hilabangan and TagumLibuganon river basins and to create awareness on
ecosystem services values and EbA among national
and local stakeholders.

Through the support of UN-Habitat Philippines under
the Building Climate Resiliency through Urban Plans
and Designs project, DHSUD and CCC gathered
experts from various fields to discuss the current draft
framework in a hybrid activity held at the Discovery
Suites, Ortigas Center, December 16.
DHSUD Undersecretary Marylin Pintor said that the
framework provides a comprehensive guide to
integrating public health and climate resilience in
human settlements planning.
“It exposes a paradigm shift from conventional
development to resilience building by adapting a
holistic and inclusive approach to address the
combined challenges of climate change, urbanization,
and the COVID-19 pandemic,” Pintor emphasized.
The event began with the presentation of the draft
RGHSF, followed by inputs and comments from the
thirteen resource persons that include: Louwie Gan
(green building), Dr. Dayo Montalbo (transport and
mobility), Lisa Garcia (communications), Mark Roeland
De Castro (social enterprises), Ted Monroy
(sustainable industrialization), Marikris De Guzman
(food systems), Dr. Rowena Laguilles (gender), Louie
Posadas (urban poor participation), Warren Ubongen
(shelter and disaster risk reduction), Laids Cea
(climate change planning), Dr. Patricia Sanchez (water
resource management), Voltaire Acosta (solid waste
management), and Dr. Jihan Adil (environmental
planning and engineering).
To continuously improve the draft RGHSF, another
batch of expert group meeting will be held followed by
inter-agency consultations and presentation of the
framework to the government’s Cabinet Cluster on
Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation – Disaster
Risk Reduction.
Read more about this EGM on the BCRUPD website.

PH moves experts, boosts resilience on
climate, pandemic perils
By UN-Habitat Philippines

Resilience from typhoons and other climate related
hazards, green recovery, and pandemic preparedness
– these are just some of the key issues the Philippine
government is seeking to address as the Department
of Human Settlements and Urban Development
(DHSUD) and Climate Change Commission (CCC)
jointly spearhead the finalization of the Resilient and
Green Human Settlements Framework (RGHSF).
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Nature-based solutions for biodiversity
crisis and climate emergency
By GIZ E2RB Project

Fish buyers and fishers answer their worksheets for the financial
literacy training session.

In her opening message at the Special Edition of the
Kaka-EbAng Usapan as part of the celebration of the
National Climate Change Consciousness (NCCC)
Week on 26 November 2021, Undersecretary Analiza
Rebuelta-Teh of the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR) reminded us of the
important role of the DENR in bridging the gap
between nature and climate action. The NCCC Week
theme
was
“Klima
ng
kinabukasan,
ating
pangalagaan”.

Green recovery training for small-scale
fishers and fish buyers

The Kaka-EbAng Usapan provided an online venue to
discuss opportunities to implement ecosystem-based
adaptation measures. The undersecretary also
highlighted the important contribution of different
sectors such as the youth in addressing climate
change issues. Dr. Klaus Schmitt, GIZ Principal
Adviser, then shared the highlights of the International
Union of Conservation of nature (IUCN) Marseille
Manifesto that discussed the biodiversity crisis and
climate emergency and the key action points for the
way forward.
The webinar also organised world café sessions which
were hosted by the GIZ Biodiversity Cluster, Support
CCCII and TRANSfer & Women on the Move Projects
and the EbA Community of Practice to engage
participants in conversing on ecosystem restoration as
climate solutions, climate finance, ecosystem-based
adaptation in Ilog-Hilabangan, and urban mobility for
sustainable cities. The world café allowed participants
to join 3 sessions and exchange ideas and insights.
Another highlight of the webinar was the awarding
ceremony of the Youth in Climate Action Tiktok
Challenge of the DENR Climate Change Service. The
Tiktok Challenge received submissions from different
parts of the Philippines. The culmination of the online
event demonstrated that climate action is needed
across ecosystems with cross-sectoral involvement.
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By Rare Philippines

Microbusinesses that catch, process, and sell fish
exert a direct impact on the marine environment. Their
operations are critical to the management of marine
resources and food security and employment across
the coastal zone. Yet this important sector of the
productive economy remains largely unsupported and
without assistance. When COVID impacted all sectors
of the economy, small-scale microentrepreneurs in the
fisheries sector were one of those heavily affected
because of their limited emergency funds or access to
credit and disruption of their operations, supply chains
and established markets.
Recognizing this and their critical role in the country’s
green recovery from the pandemic, Rare has been
holding
a
series
of
training
with
the
microentrepreneurs, mostly small-scale fish buyers
and fishers, to ensure they incorporate ecosystembased adaptation measures in their operations and
reduce their carbon footprint. These measures include
catching/buying/selling mature or optimum size fish,
fishing with the right gear in the right place, and
observing proper water and waste management
practices.
The training also aims to improve the businesses’
supply chain network and operations, assets, capital,
and inventories disrupted by the pandemic. These will
enable them to protect their revenues and reduce or
maintain production costs when external shocks like
the pandemic and climate-related disasters occur. At
the same time, they can prepare and recover from
future shocks without placing additional pressures on
marine ecosystems.
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With support from the German Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation, Nuclear Safety and
Consumer Protection (BMUV) through its Corona
Response
Package,
27
small-scale
microentrepreneurs across Camotes and Siargao
islands have completed 14 of the planned 20 training
sessions. Topics focused on the correct business
registration process, financial management, savings
and accounting, marketing, waste management,
ecosystem-based adaptation, and business model
canvass.

New marine protected areas declared in
Camotes Island, Cebu
By Rare Philippines

Ocean conservation in the Visayas region got a major
boost when four marine protected areas (MPAs) in
Camotes Island were formally established in Cebu.
The four MPAs are the Mabini Marine Reserve in the
Municipality of Poro and the Himensulan Marine
Reserve, Union Marine Sanctuary, and Tulang Diot
Marine Park in the Municipality of San Francisco.
These areas encompass more than 600 hectares of
marine reserves and managed access fishing grounds
that local governments and communities will jointly
manage. Reserves are areas that are off limits to
fishing to give marine habitats the chance to replenish
and sustain local fisheries. Managed access fishing
grounds are designated areas where local fishers are
given exclusive rights to fish in a sustainable manner.
This combination of reserves and exclusive fishing
zones ensures a balance between the protection of
resources and the needs of people that depend on
them.
The MPAs were identified and designed using a
participatory approach. Community leaders gained the
capability to use fisheries science, which they paired
with their local knowledge to identify optimal areas for
the reserves and fishing grounds. Climate information
was used to identify areas prone to coral bleaching
and potential actions to reduce the vulnerability of the
marine habitats and coastal communities to climate
impacts.

To ensure that communities and other stakeholders
will protect and sustain the MPAs, Rare and its
partners deployed a range of behavioural insightsbased tools and social marketing campaigns promoting
sustainable fishing practices (“fish at the right time,
with the right gear, at the right place”) and ecosystembased adaptation measures. Local partners will
produce a management plan for each of the MPAs in
the coming months.

Fishing for Climate Resilience site in
Antique tops BFAR Region 6 ‘Malinis at
Masaganang Karagatan’ program
By Rare Philippines

The Municipality of Caluya was selected as the Most
Outstanding Coastal Community in Region 6 under the
Department of Agriculture-BFAR’s banner program,
Malinis at Masaganang Karagatan (Clean and Healthy
Ocean).
This program recognizes the outstanding contribution
of local governments to sustainable fisheries
management. The winners were assessed based on
five criteria: (1) No illegal fishing (2) Observance of the
off-fishing season (3) Declaration of marine protected
areas (4) Clean, coastal waters without any garbage or
industrial effluents flowing to the sea, and (5) Effective
mangrove protection and rehabilitation program.
The Municipality will receive PhP2M worth of fisheries
livelihood projects as its prize.

Open Data Kit (ODK) trainings offered to
E2RB LGU partners
By GIZ E2RB Project

The GIZ project Ecosystem-based Adaptation in 2
River Basins (E2RB) in the Philippines held two
trainings on “Digital Spatial Data Collection using
Open-Source Tools” in Bacolod and Tagum City in
December 2021.
Participants, from the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR), Local Government Units
(LGUs) and active Civil Society groups, learnt how to
use Open Data Kit (ODK) and KoBoToolbox through a
mix of lecture presentations, hands-on computer and
Android mobile phone exercises and outdoor field
work. The main objective of the trainings was to
provide insight on how ODK/KoBoToolbox can be used
to collect spatial data to easily generate spatial
information and how it can be used for natural
resource management. As the design of the training is
very hands-on, it was crucial to provide it in
person/face-to-face despite the Covid restrictions.

A flotilla of boats celebrates the formal establishment of the Tulang
Diot Marine Park in Camotes Island, Cebu
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Participants of the ODK Training in Bacolod City, roam around the
vicinity of the Acacia Hotel to answer a questionnaire on ODK
Collect installed on their Android mobile devices.

It was facilitated by resource persons from the
University of the Philippines Visayas and Catholic
Relief Services for the participants from the IlogHilabangan and Tagum-Libuganon River Basins. By
the end of the trainings, participants were very happy
to have learned about these “new” and open-source
tools. They were also very engaged and excited to
learn how to use and apply them for their field work
and other data gathering activities.
They did not only learn how to set-up their own servers
on the KoBoToolbox website, but also how to translate
questionnaires or data collection sheets into formats
that ODK/KoBoToolbox understands.

Face-to-face participants brainstormed on EbA messages for each
target group. Project beneficiaries in the regions also participated in
the activity via the hybrid meeting set-up.

What was most exciting for them was when they finally
had to test and run the ODK-ready questionnaires that
they “programmed” on their own Android mobile
devices. Participants, who were mostly from DENR,
were very receptive to the new learnings but also hope
that DENR Central will eventually give a clear mandate
to use ODK/KoBoToolbox for various field data
gathering activities of the agency.

Understanding personas of stakeholder
groups in ecosystem-based adaptation
(EbA) implementation

Typhoon Odette hits coastal communities
in Siargao island and the Visayas region

In addition to the project focal persons from the Project
Management Committee and Regional Project
Management Office, representatives from the DENR
Strategic Communications and Information Service
and Pampanga River Basin joined the activity.

By Rare Philippines

Rare’s partner communities in Siargao island and
Cebu were severely affected by Super Typhoon Rai
(local name: Odette) last December. A Category 5
storm, Typhoon Rai destroyed 95 percent of Siargao
Island and cut off essential services in all affected
areas.
Rare launched a climate resilience fund to support the
communities and is currently coordinating with local
partners to assess the damage and identify
appropriate support.

By GIZ E2RB Project

The Ecosystem-based Adaptation in River Basins
(E2RB) Project held a Knowledge Management and
Communications (KMC) Planning Workshop on 16
December 2021 at the Ace Water Spa, Pasig City.

Ms. Meg Yandoc of the South-South Project of GIZ
served as the resource person for message
development. The morning session focused on the
message development which used an exercise on
persona analysis of the different target groups of the
project. Through the exercise the project activities and
knowledge products can be better designed to make
EbA information available and understood by target
project stakeholders.
Participants also went over the draft E2RB KMC Plan.
The River Basin Control Office and GIZ agreed to
organise another KMC meeting with the Regional
Project Management Offices to further develop the
messages and related 2022 activities.
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Aligning the Philippine M&E System for
Climate Action with ISO 14090
By GIZ SupportCCC II Project

The Support to the Philippines in Shaping and
Implementing the International Climate Regime
(Support CCC II) Project of the German Development
Cooperation (GIZ) looks at strengthening the
coordinating capacity of the Climate Change
Commission (CCC) to implement climate change
adaptation and mitigation strategies under the National
Climate Change Action Plan (NCCAP) at the national
and sub-national level pursuant to RA 9729, as
amended.

GIZ-implemented SupportCCC II Project discuss with the technical
staff of the Climate Change Commission’s Implementation and
Oversight Division results of the NCCAP RBMES rapid assessment
conducted.

The project’s component 1 on climate policy works on
delivering a guideline for the review of the NCCAP’s
Results-Based Monitoring and Evaluation System
(RBMES).
On November 16, 2021, the SupportCCC II conducted
a rapid assessment of the NCCAP RBMES with the
Climate
Change
Commission
–
Oversight
Implementation Division (CCC-IOD). The overall
methodology applied the monitoring and evaluation
clauses of ISO 14090:2019, as its guiding principles,
and relevant tools and publications as assessment
criteria.
As a result, gaps were identified in the NCCAP
RMBES as well as best practices that are aligned with
the international standard. While the results of the
rapid assessment already identified fundamental
opportunities and challenges for improving the system,
there is still more work ahead.
The output of this activity will serve as a preliminary
input for the expected larger consultancy and
contribute to the proposed systematic technical review
and development of a guidance document in updating
the NCCAP RBMES, in turn, highlighting the role of
transparency in the international climate change
regime.
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Mitigation Efforts
The over 300,000 population of Butuan City, located in
the province of Agusan del Norte in northern
Mindanao, suffered from power shortages back in
2014 prompting the local government to come up with
their energy plans for the future.
The project in Butuan is ongoing and there is already a
lot of interest from other cities on how they can also
implement a similar project that will help them come up
with their energy plan which will contribute to the
country’s fight against climate change.
WWF-Philippines’ Climate Change and Energy
Program Head Atty. Angela Ibay and Ms. Agot copresented with Butuan City at two recent online
conferences organized by the United States Agency
for International Development (USAID) on November
19 and the European Union’s (EU) Access to
Sustainable Energy Program - Clean Energy Living
Laboratories (ASAP-CELLs) on November 24. Both
events were attended by over 100 representatives
from LGUs, national gov’t agencies, electric
cooperatives, academe, and civil society organizations.

Greater sharing of best practices and
technical expertise needed to help
Philippine cities fight climate change
By WWF Philippines

Cities in the Philippines need help when it comes to
technical expertise and guidance so they can come up
with energy plans that will help them fight climate
change and also improve the lives of their citizens,
according to WWF-Philippines.
“Because we are still a developing country, we have
many challenges such as lack of technical expertise,
insufficient manpower and resources, and limited
budgets of local government units (LGUs). Despite
these hurdles, we are moving forward and coming up
with solutions using what little we have and that
includes the sharing of knowledge and expertise,” said
Cheerylyn S. Agot, WWF-Philippines’ manager for the
Financing and Integrating Renewable Energy in the
City of Butuan (FinRE-Butuan) project.
“FinRE-Butuan is the first project of its kind in the
Philippines where we bring together the LGU, national
government agencies, electric utilities, academic
sector,
chambers
of
commerce,
civil-society
organizations, and banks to work together in crafting
and implementing grid-connected city energy plans
which aims to help in the transition from fossil fuels to
renewable energy,” Agot said.

The learnings and best practices of the FinRE-Butuan
project which started in 2018 will be compiled into a
guide handbook so that other local government units
can gain an understanding of the process of
transitioning to sustainable and green energy.
“The national policy is already in place in the form of
the Renewable Energy Law and the National
Renewable Energy Plan 2040 but how can we move
forward in implementing plans in our cities so that our
fight against climate change can reach more people
and have a greater impact?” Ibay said.
“By helping the local governments identify the potential
renewable energy resources in their locality, providing
them with the step-by-step guide on how this can be
developed, and connecting them with financiers or
investors, cities can get started on their own path
towards a climate-resilient future,” she added.
The FinRE-Butuan project, which is part of the
International Climate Initiative, supported by the
German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety on the basis of a
decision adopted by the German Bundestag, uses a
two-pronged approach to helping the city transition
away from fossil fuels: (1) lowering the electricity
consumption of the city through energy efficiency and
conservation measures and (2) developing renewable
energy that reduces greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. These will be outlined and discussed in the
proposed Butuan City Energy Development Plan.
GHGs are the primary drivers of global warming and
they come from multiple sources such as fossil fuelbased power plants and from transportation. In the
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recently concluded United Nations Climate Change
Conference (COP26) countries all over the world
signed the Glasgow Climate Pact and pledged to
reduce GHGs emissions in order to limit the change in
global temperature to 1.5C.
The Philippine government submitted to the UN
Climate Change Convention a pledge to reduce its
GHG emissions by 75% for the period of 2020 to 2030
for the sectors of agriculture, wastes, industry,
transport, and energy. However, out of the total 75%
reduction, 72.29% is considered “conditional” meaning
the government will require additional assistance such
as funding while only 2.71% is “unconditional” meaning
the government will do it regardless of external
support.
“We need to work together to achieve our national
plans and our international pledges,” Agot said. “On
the global scale, the Philippines is not a major
contributor of GHGs. But if we can take the lead in
implementing these innovative solutions in cities, we
can show the world that we can fight climate change
and Change the Ending for the planet.”
“The pilot project to make renewable energy a major
part of Butuan City will hopefully be a trailblazer for the
other cities in the Philippines. We want everyone to
see that cities are capable of joining the fight against
climate change through planning, developing, and
implementing their local energy development plans
that incorporate renewable energy use, energy
efficiency and conservation measures at the local
level,” Agot said.

In particular, the OECD will be preparing a Clean
Energy Finance and Investment Roadmap. The
Roadmap aims to bring together a number of relevant
stakeholders – spanning government, development
partners, financial institutions, project developers, and
others – to come up and agree upon a clear action
plan that identifies and addresses bottlenecks
complicating or constraining finance and investment in
the Philippines’ clean energy sector, thereby
contributing to operationalise the country’s clean
energy and climate ambitions.
To support the Roadmap’s development and
implementation, the OECD plans to develop a Clean
Energy Finance Database as well as conduct a Clean
Energy Finance and Investment Training Programme.
The database will be developed together with relevant
Departments and Agencies and aims to provide
insights into past and current trends in annual funding
for clean energy projects as well as insights on energyrelated assets in financial institutions’ portfolio. Equally,
the Clean Energy Finance Training Programme seeks
to help build capacity and fill the knowledge gap of the
three core stakeholders (i.e., banks, government and
project developers) that will be instrumental to achieve
a clean energy transition.
This activity is part of the broader IKI Sustainable
Infrastructure Programme in Asia (SIPA) that aims at
supporting countries in Central and Southeast Asia
making the transition towards low-carbon and climateresilient energy, transport and industrial systems while
generating growth and jobs.
For more information, please feel free to contact
Jeremy Faroi, Philippines Programme Coordinator
(Jeremy.FAROI@oecd.org)
and
check
the
Programme’s webpage (www.oecd.org/cefim) for
updates on its activities and events.

OECD kickstarts IKI-supported program in
the Philippines

C4 Project readies second phase of
implementation in the Philippines

By OECD CEFIM Programme

By GIZ C4 Project

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) started implementing its Clean
Energy Finance and Investment Mobilisation (CEFIM)
Programme in the Philippines in 2021 as was
announced by the DOE Secretary in an official
statement on December 14.

The first phase of Cool Contributions fighting Climate
Change or C4 Project which ended in July 2021 is now
preparing for its second phase for commission to
include the Philippines as a partner country.

Building on its experience in other emerging
economies, the Programme will support the
Government of the Philippines in strengthening
enabling conditions to catalyse finance and investment
in renewable power and energy efficiency. This will
mainly be done through a mix of policy advice,
technical support, capacity building and investor
dialogue activities.
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The C4 project is a global project implemented by
Deutsche
Gessellschaft
fur
International
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH on behalf of the
International Climate Initiative of the German Federal
Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and
Nuclear Safety. The project works on ambitious climate
action goals set for the refrigeration and air
conditioning (RAC) sector.
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C4 started implementing the project with six (6) partner
countries on its first phase from 2016 to 2021. The
second phase will narrow down implementation of the
project among three (3) partner countries.
The
Philippines together with Grenada and Costa Rica will
be included in its second phase which will run globally
until 2025.
Globally, the project has worked on an integrated
ozone and climate protection approach with both
ozone and climate units among partner countries but
given the energy efficiency effects of shifting of natural
refrigerants with low to zero global warming potential
(GWP), energy agencies have become more involved
in integrating the climate impacts of energy savings
from RAC.
On 14 December 2021, a preliminary meeting with the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(DENR) Climate Change Services (CCS) with the
Ozone, Chemicals, Hazardous Wastes and Statistics
unit of the Environmental Management Bureau (EMB)
met online to discuss preparatory activities for another
round of greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory for the RAC
sector using a higher tier approach.
The DENR is legally mandated as the key sectoral
agency for mitigation actions in Industrial Process and
Product Use (IPPU). They are responsible for activities
for establishing the measurement, reporting and
verification (MRV) system for sectoral fluorinated
greenhouse gas (F-gas) emissions.
The Philippines will soon include in the next cycle of its
national GHG inventory the six (6) GHGs including the
F-gases hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and
sulfur hexafluoride according to the Climate Change
Commission (CCC).
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Biodiversity and Climate Change
GIZ ProCoast contributes to
mainstreaming of Integrated Coastal
Management (ICM) and local plans to LGU
CLUPs
By GIZ ProCoast Project

Dumangas LGU and partners visited the Leganes Integrated
Katunggan Ecopark (LIKE) and organized a planning workshop to
discuss the proposed zones for the LLIMPA, Dumangas.

Stakeholders from Dumangas, Iloilo visit
and learn from the Leganes Integrated
Katunggan Ecopark (LIKE)
By GIZ ProCoast Project

The Leganes Integrated Katunggan Ecopark (LIKE),
one of ProCoast’s Centers of Learning, was visited by
officials of the Municipality of Dumangas, Iloilo and
their academic partners from the Iloilo Science and
Technology University and the Iloilo State College of
Fisheries last October 21, 2021.
Mr. Wilson Batislaon, MENRO of Leganes LGU,
shared with the participants the unique features of
LIKE such as the successful physical reversion of once
abandoned, underdeveloped, underutilized (AUU)
fishponds into a thriving mangrove forest, the publicprivate partnerships they’ve engaged with in helping
develop needed infrastructure in the area, and the
strong community participation when it comes to
implementation and enforcement in the MPA, among
others.
The participants from the Municipality of Dumangas
used what they learned from the visit in LIKE as inputs
to the planning workshop held the next day, October
22, 2021, for the Lapus-Lapus Integrated Marine
Protected Area (LLIMPA) located in Dumangas, Iloilo.
The planning workshop was attended by the officials
from the Municipality of Dumangas, barangay
chairpersons of Barangays Paloc Sool and Bacay, as
well as their academic partners. The workshop gave
the participants the opportunity to map out the
proposed zones for the LLIMPA and strategize their
way forward in strengthening the LLIMPA. And based
on what they have learned from their visit to LIKE,
they’ve included a plan to establish a MENRO office in
the municipality, initiate the process of reverting AUU
fishponds into mangrove forests, and strengthening the
community participation in enforcement.
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The GIZ ProCoast team represented by Mr. Terence
Dacles, Senior Technical Advisor, and Ms. Rhodora
May Sumaray, Policy Advisor, presented past and
current technical experiences in local land use
planning and integration of ICM/coastal management
and development plans during the three-day workshop
on the mainstreaming ICM and zoning plans into the
Comprehensive Land Use Plans of the Local
Government Units (LGUs) by the Biodiversity
Management Bureau of the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR-BMB)
last November 3-5, 2021.
The main objective of the workshop was to gain a
better understanding of the enhanced CLUP process
and the mainstreaming of ICM elements for DENR and
Department of Human Settlement and Urban
Development (DHSUD) personnel. One of the target
outputs of the workshop is a draft content of the BMB
Technical Bulletin to the DENR Regional and Field
Offices in mainstreaming the ICM approach to CLUP
and local plans.
Mr. Dacles presented lessons learned from past GIZ
Programs mainly the development of SIMPLE and
SCoRE manuals as steps incorporated in the updated
eCLUP manuals. Field experiences by LGU partners in
the Visayas and Luzon under GIZ Environment and
Rural Development (ENRD) and Protected Area
Management Enhancement (PAME) projects were also
presented. One of the key highlights is the integration
of NIPAS Protected Area Management Plans and
zones of Olango Island Wildlife Sanctuary incorporated
in local plans of Lapu-Lapu City, Cebu.
The Integrated Ecosystems Management approach
and identification of local conservation areas used by
the LGU of Luna, Apayao was a key example of ridge
to reef approach emphasized in the eCLUP manual
funded by GIZ PAME.
GIZ ProCoast highlighted the greenbelt zones in
coastal areas as main component in local spatial
planning and the use of abandoned fishponds as
alternative areas for mangrove greenbelts. Other
coastal /marine and river spatial planning processes
and ICM approaches were also shared by PEMSEA,
RARE Philippines, River Basin Commission Office,
Forest Management Bureau, and NEDA.
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The Ambassador witnessed the turn-over of various
knowledge products from GIZ ProCoast and ZSL on
Coastal Resource Management to the Municipality of
Cauayan by Mr. Elenio G. Yap, ZSL-Philippines
Project Manager and Mr. Terence Paul U. Dacles, GIZ
Senior Adviser.
“With all the right steps and ingredients in sustainable
ways and structured approaches, what is most
important is to have the stakeholders and community
on board for ownership, not to impose measures they
don’t understand and won’t respect in the long term,
but to have an inclusive approach which incorporates
proper education and information in order that they will
help protect the environment in the long term.”,
Ambassador Reiffenstuel highlighted in her speech.

(TOP) Her Excellency Anke Reiffenstuel, the German Ambassador
to the Philippines, with Vice Mayor Anna Liza Soriano, Municipality
of Cauayan, ZSL project manager Mr. Elenio Yap and Mr. Terence
Dacles, GIZ Procoast. (BOTTOM) The Ambassador in Hulao-Hulao
Reef, Cauayan with LGU and NGO representatives, reef guards,
PNP, PCG, and PEMO.

German Ambassador visits IKI Projects in
Negros Occidental
By GIZ ProCoast Project

The German Ambassador to the Philippines, Her
Excellency Anke Reiffenstuel, visited last October 14,
2021, Brgy. Caliling, Municipality of Cauayan, Negros
Occidental, one of the project sites of the DENR GIZ
ProCoast Project.
Ambassador Reiffenstuel was welcomed by Hon. Anna
Liza Soriano, Vice-Mayor of Cauayan, together with
representatives from the Municipal Environment and
Natural Resources Office (MENRO), DENR CENRO Kabankalan City, Provincial and Environment
Management
Office
(PEMO),
non-government
organizations (Philippine Reef and Rainforest
Conservation Foundation, Inc. and Zoological Society
of London-Philippines), barangay officials of Brgy.
Caliling, people’s organizations and stakeholders.
Mr. Dave Albao, PRRCFI Executive Director, partner in
the Rethinking Plastic Project and ProCoast presented
the current environmental programs in the region
namely the “Wala Usik”: Local Circular Economy
Innovations to Reduce Waste and ProCoast Initiatives
for southern Negros Occidental the the Hulao-Hulao &
Caliling, Cauayan Coastal Conservation Area (H4CA).
Atty. Julie Bedrio, Provincial Environment and
Management Officer of Negros Occidental also
presented various German-funded projects in the
province and thanked the German government for the
continued support.
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The German Ambassador also visited the Hulao-Hulao
Reef with LGU and NGO representatives, reef guards.
Mr. Joery Magdasal, village officer in Brgy. Caliling and
a beneficiary of ProCoast’s Tour Guiding Training,
served as the Ambassador’s tour guide. The event
was also attended by Philippine National Police and
the Philippine Coast Guard.
Hulao-Hulao Reef is home to endangered species
such as Dugong and sea turtles, rich diverse species
and marine organisms, and has the largest coral reef
system within their municipal waters.
“It was just a small piece and bit of an ocean (referring
to Hulao-Hulao Reef) but it’s one component that has a
multiplying chain of the many other efforts to
sustainably manage the environment.”, Ambassador
Reiffenstuel expressed her appreciation of the reef’s
beauty.

ProCoast joins East Asian Seas (EAS) precongress event
By GIZ ProCoast Project

GIZ through ProCoast participated the virtual session
on
Managing
Networks
and
Transboundary
Cooperation on Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) in the
ASEAN Region last 21 October 2021. For this year’s
Congress with the theme Charting a New Decade of
H.O.P.E. (Healthy Oceans, People and Economies),
hosted by the Royal Government of Cambodia.
Mr. Terence Dacles, GIZ Senior Advisor presented
several initiatives of the GIZ DENR ProCoast Project in
support to the Philippine flagship program on MPA
networking highlighting the importance of mangrove
conservation and rehabilitation, creation of coastal
greenbelts and the potential for blue carbon incentives
to the local government.
The virtual sessions showcased various initiatives in
Indonesia, Thailand, Myanmar on sustaining healthy
coastal and marine ecosystems and networks of MPAs
in the region. The main session discussed on the
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ASEAN Flyway network and Heritage Parks, the ACB
also presented the Biodiversity Dashboard. The event
was hosted by the ASEAN Centre for Biodiversity
(ACB) and Partnerships in Environmental Management
for the Seas of East Asia (PEMSEA).

and Management Office (BEMO) provided additional
support to the establishment of mangrove nurseries
and together with DENR, supported the capacity
development of the local stakeholders on law
enforcement and the conduct of awareness campaigns
to sustain the protection of their coastal resources.
The monitoring visit was conducted last November 4,
2021 by Mr. Dalibor Mička, Head of Mission/Deputy
Ambassador and Ms. Karren Joy Fetalvero, Assistant
to the Ambassador of Czech Republic Embassy. They
were able to interact with the community and
discussed with the local officials of Calape led by
Mayor Nelson Yu and People's Organization (PO)
members.

Mr. Dalibor Mička, Head of Mission/Deputy Ambassador met with
LGU officials (TOP) and People's Organization (PO) members
(BOTTOM) of Calape, Bohol.

Czech Republic Development Program
supports coastal marine conservation
programs in Calape, Bohol
By GIZ ProCoast Project

The LGU of Calape Bohol is a recipient of the small
grants under the Czech Republic Development
Program through their Embassy in Manila to support
coastal programs on the conservation and protection of
coral reefs and mangrove forests.
The grant was provided to the Bohol Island
Development Foundation Inc. (BIDEF) led by Mr.
Francis Batoy, Executive Director. The grant supported
the enhancement of the guard house for the Lawis
Marine Protected Area in Brgy. Lawis, Panganan
Island and supplemented the enforcement activities of
the barangay officials and local community with the
provision of a local patrol boat. This is also in support
to the mangrove rehabilitation and conservation
program led by the local people’s organizations.
The LGU is one of the main partners of GIZ DENR
ProCoast project together with BIDEF and the
Zoological Society of London (ZSL) Philippines.
Through the assistance of the BIDEF, GIZ, and ZSL,
the community and LGU personnel were trained on
mangrove rehabilitation, the maintenance of the local
plantation as well proper MPA management. The
Province of Bohol through the Bohol Environmental
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Her Excellency British Ambassador Laure Beaufils with Dr. Jurgenne
Primavera, ZSL Chief Mangrove Scientist and Mr. Godofredo
Villapando Jr., ZSL Philippines Country Manager and LGU project
partners at Leganes Integrated Katunggan Ecopark, Iloilo.

British Ambassador visits Leganes
Integrated Katunggan Ecopark, Iloilo
By GIZ ProCoast Project

As the world leaders gathered for the Conference of
Parties (COP26) to discuss the worsening climate
crisis, one of Philippines environmental programs is on
mangrove and beach forest rehabilitation and
conservation which are adaptation and mitigation
measures against climate change.
Last November 10, 2021, Her Majesty’s Ambassador
Laure Beaufils of the British Embassy - Manila visited
Leganes Integrated Katunggan Ecopark (LIKE), Iloilo
Province.
LIKE is one of the Centers of Learning supported by
the GIZ DENR ProCoast project and it is one of the
Zoological Society of London (ZSL) Philippines’
rehabilitation sites for mangrove and beach forests in
Panay. LIKE was an abandoned fishpond successfully
reverted to mangrove forest through assisted natural
regeneration, community mobilization, partnerships,
and good governance.
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ZSL Philippines, as one of the key project partners of
GIZ DENR ProCoast, continues to strengthen its call
for nature-based solutions to address the impacts of
climate change. This is in support to the DENR
Biodiversity Management Bureau’s Coastal and Marine
Ecosystems Management Program which runs until
2028.
The development of six Centers of Learning are
supported by the GIZ "Sustainable Coastal Protection
through Biodiversity Conservation in Coastal
Ecosystems affected by Typhoons in the Philippines"
(ProCoast).

“Ecotourism, one of the lifelines of biodiversity
conservation, is struggling to recover,” shared
Department of Environment and Natural Resources
(DENR) Undersecretary for Protected Areas and
Special Concerns Edilberto Leonardo during a digital
session on PAs. “PAs have been closed to visitors for
over a year. A few reopened, but only for a limited
number of visitors in consideration of safety protocols.
The flow of income to our PAs dipped. Even more
disheartening is the impact on the livelihoods of local
communities, especially our rangers and patrollers who
are largely dependent on the very PAs they protect.”
PASu Emerita Albas agreed. “Though vegetation
regenerated because of fewer hikers, we have less
funds for operations.” One of the most popular trekking
destinations in the country, Mt. Pulag National Park
hosts the tallest peak in Luzon. In 2019, 43,229 hikers
entered the park, contributing PHP8,974,760 to its
coffers. The lockdowns cut visits by 98%. From
January to August 2021, just 778 people visited,
contributing a paltry PHP28,935.

Ecotourism in Protected Areas: Towards Green Recovery was a
three-part webinar series which tackled the impacts of the global
pandemic on ecotourism, particularly on PAs. Recordings of the
three sessions can be viewed on BIOFIN’s Facebook Page

Are Our Protected Areas Surviving COVID19?
By BIOFIN

The lockdowns spurred by the COVID-19 pandemic
forced millions of people to stay home. The world’s
Protected Areas (PAs), which have been trying to
manage ever-growing throngs of tourists, were
certainly granted a reprieve – but after two years, the
lack of visitors is having a telling effect.
The United Nations Development Fund’s Biodiversity
Finance (BIOFIN) Project, Department of Tourism
(DOT), Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (DENR) and the Department of the Interior
and Local Government (DILG) recently staged a threepart webinar series entitled Ecotourism in Protected
Areas: Towards Green Recovery on September 17, 24
and October 1, 2021.
Hosted by Alpabeto Ng Kalikasan author Anya SantosUy, the first session tackled the impacts of the global
pandemic on ecotourism, particularly for Protected
Areas (PAs). Speakers included DENR Undersecretary
for Protected Areas and Special Concerns Edilberto
Leonardo, International Union for the Conservation of
Nature’s (IUCN) Dr. Anna Spenceley, Mt. Pulag
National Park Superintendent (PASu) Emerita Albas
and Apo Reef Natural Park PASu Krystal Dayne
Villanada.
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The second session discussed post-pandemic
ecotourism recovery strategies. Speakers included
Ninoy Aquino Parks and Wildlife Center PASu Melody
Ann Malano, Balinsasayao Twin Lakes PASu Moreno
Tagra, the Department of Tourism’s Ramon Tiongco,
Jr., DENR National Parks Division’s Gabriel Anthony
Ferrer, plus the IUCN’s Dr. Anna Spenceley.
“We’re developing and refining tomorrow’s best
practices to help our PAs recover faster. We’re
embracing technology to facilitate everything from nocontact, cashless payments to offering the public
unique digital experiences via social media, which can
be offered even after the pandemic is over,” shared
PASu Melody Ann Malano.
The third session on the other hand, encouraged the
audience to be responsible travelers. Speakers
included DENR-BMB Assistant Director Amelita DJ
Ortiz, DOT Promotions Board’s Cesar Villanueva,
DENR-BMB’s
Pola
Geneva
Bumanglag,
Mt.
Hamiguitan Range Wildlife Sanctuary Assistant PASu
Clint Michael Cleofe and Tubbataha Reefs Natural
Park PASu Angelique Songco.
Known as the Tubbataha Reefs’ ‘Mama Ranger’, PASu
Angelique Songco said the renowned offshore park
modified existing policies to curb negative tourism
impacts during and after the pandemic. “We’ve banned
single-use plastics within the park and mandated
divers to turn each dive into a cleanup dive. We’ve
disallowed drones which can disturb the rookeries or
breeding colonies of both seabirds and marine turtles.
We want our visitors to set a good example for other
travelers.”
With the global pandemic’s second year ending, the
world’s national parks and PAs are hoping to welcome
the public with better experiences.
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With the imposed travel restrictions, much of the world
is contending itself with virtual ‘Sofa Safaris’ enjoyed
by tourists from the comfort of their own homes. Soon
however, PAs like Mt. Pulag, the Tubbataha Reefs and
other top hiking and diving destinations might be ready
to take in more visitors.
“We hope to welcome many good tourists when the
lockdowns lift,” concludes Songco. “For now and until
our PAs get through COVID-19, we must learn to be
physically distanced but socially engaged.”
Read More

Leave No Trace Principles are paramount in keeping the country’s
PAs in good condition. (Center for Outdoor Ethics)

During the webinar on responsible traveling to PAs,
several topics were touched on, including ethics and
behavior in PAs with regards to policies and laws
governing wildlife in PAs, plus noise, waste, light
pollution, the proper use of technology and ‘Leave No
Trace’ or LNT principles. BIOFIN and its allies
encourage travelers to educate themselves on these
when visiting PAs.
“For those who are at home, you can devote your extra
time to learn better ways to become responsible
travelers,” said DOT’s Cesar Villanueva. “Share what
you learn through social media and don’t forget to
engage people and organizations which help protect
our environment.”
DENR-BMB, BIOFIN, DOT and DILG is pushing for a
proposed Presidential Proclamation to herald 2022 as
the Year of the Protected Areas (YoPA) and June of
each year as the Month of Protected Areas. YoPA
aims to increase awareness on the value of PAs,
promote visits and in turn, increase park revenues from
visitors.
In addition, DENR and BIOFIN are staging the Virtual
Travels to Protected Areas video contest, which offers
all-expense paid trips to selected PAs in the country.
The contest is open until 15 November and interested
participants can learn more HERE.
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Hikers trek through the sprawling grasslands of Mt. Pulag National
Park, which straddles the provinces of Benguet, Ifugao and Nueva
Vizcaya. The Philippines currently has 124 Protected Areas or PAs.
“Even before the pandemic, the conservation community has
suffered from a chronic dearth of resources,” shares BIOFIN Project
Manager Anabelle Plantilla. “The lockdowns drastically reduced
funding for our already cash-strapped PAs.” (Gregg Yan)

#TogetherforTamaraws Campaign
generates PHP1.6M in donations
By BIOFIN

Despite waning visitor revenues and budget cuts
spurred by the COVID-19 pandemic, it is a happy
Tamaraw Month for the grizzled rangers of the
Tamaraw Conservation Programme (TCP).
TCP’s 31 rangers and five office workers are some of
the most active frontliners protecting the tamaraw and
the habitats it calls home. The Philippines celebrates
Tamaraw Month every October to highlight the
importance of the tamaraw, which is the world’s rarest
wild buffalo.
A highlight was the 80th birthday of Lola Lolita Africa,
who celebrated last 5 October by sending the TCP
rangers cake, pansit and other treats. Since 2020, Lola
Lolita and her daughter Rosemarie have been
supporting
#TogetherforTamaraws,
an
online
fundraising campaign to help conservation frontliners
affected by the pandemic. Together, the duo raised
over USD4500 for the rangers. “If the tamaraw
disappear, part of us will too,” shares Rosemarie.
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106,655 hectares. It hosts at least 480 of the world’s
600 remaining tamaraw, plus many other endangered
and legally protected species. MIBNP’s Protected Area
Management Office (PAMO) recently participated in
BIOFIN’s workshops on preparing protected area
finance plans together with other park management
bodies.
BIOFIN has also been organizing meetings to polish
and facilitate the approval of the substitute bill of
House Bill 8299 or An Act Institutionalizing the
Tamaraw Conservation Programme, Creating its
Administrative and Implementation Mechanisms, and
Providing Funds Therefore.
Authored by BIOFIN legislative champion Cong.
Josephine Ramirez-Sato, the Bill underwent three
committee hearings and was approved in its third
reading last 22 September.

Tamaraw Conservation Programme or TCP rangers scan nearby
ridges for intruders. The makeshift pugakang or shotgun is used to
scare off poachers, who are usually armed with long-range hunting
rifles. The COVID-19 pandemic has left few rangers to patrol the
Mounts Iglit-Baco Natural Park, the last stronghold of the iconic
tamaraw. (Gregg Yan)

Spearheaded by the United Nations Development
Fund’s Biodiversity Finance Initiative (UNDP-BIOFIN),
the Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Biodiversity Management Bureau (DENR-BMB) and
DENR’s MIMAROPA Regional Office, Together for
Tamaraws ran from July to December 2020 and
generated PHP1,601,301 (USD32,000) from 194
supporters, around half of which were from the
Philippines, with three-fourths coming from online
pledges.
The funds were used to procure food packs, patrol
allowances, thermal blankets, ranger uniforms, field
hammocks, tents, stoves, cook sets, GPS and android
devices, first aid and medical supplies, portable solar
lamps and chargers, plus camera traps to photograph
tamaraw safely and remotely.

“Together for Tamaraws showed how Bayanihan is still
very much alive, even amidst one of the greatest
challenges of our time,” explains Sato. “Conserving the
tamaraw means upholding the rights of our children,
for their children to experience the rich culture, natural
resources and unique beauty of Mindoro. This is why
the Tamaraw Conservation Management bill must be
passed immediately.
But many more of the country’s 124 protected areas
need help, since the funds once amply generated by
park visitors are crucial for day-to-day operations.
DENR-BMB, BIOFIN, the Department of Tourism
(DOT) and Department of Interior and Local
Government (DILG) are pushing for a proposed
Presidential Proclamation to herald 2022 as the Year
of the Protected Areas (YoPA) and June of each year
as the Month of Protected Areas. YoPA aims to
increase awareness on the value of protected areas,
promote visits and in turn, increase park revenues from
visitors.
Read More

The supplies and equipment were distributed in six
tranches through partners like the Mindoro Biodiversity
Conservation Foundation Incorporated (MBFCI).
“The success of Together for Tamaraws proves that
when we work towards a common goal, we can
address the growing environmental and social issues
brought about by the pandemic,” says TCP head Neil
Anthony Del Mundo. “Our hardworking rangers,
wardens and indigenous tribesfolk can breathe a bit
easier, knowing they’ll have enough equipment and
supplies to protect our tamaraw over the next months.”
The Mounts Iglit-Baco Natural Park (MIBNP), a former
game refuge turned into a protected area, spans
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Lola Lolita and daughter Rosemarie Africa were just two of nearly
200 supporters of #TogetherforTamaraws, a UNDP fundraising
campaign which raised PHP1.6M or USD32,000 to provide
Mindoro’s Tamaraw Rangers with supplies, allowances and
equipment.
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